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i am also grateful to Dr. mohamed 
Abd el motalib, the head master of 
my school, who always allowed me to 
leave school a little early to go riding. 
the fighting spirit was reflected in 
our horses, as they were properly 
schooled and helped to maintain a 
very good psychological state and a 
well-balanced nutritional programme 
to help keep them healthy during 
training.  this included additional 
nutritional elements such as  boiled 
linseed, oats and  vegetable leaves, 
and even leavings from my mother’s 
kitchen, like apple and orange 
skins and  egg shells, offered fresh 
everyday to help as a supplement, 
very simple but highly effective.

from a very early age i was getting 
left-over trouper horses that were 
hard to ride for most riders. However, 
from the start i realised the problem 
is not the horses; it is the lack of 
horsemanship and horsemastership, 
and the situation is the same  today 
as most riders are in a hurry to 
jump and neglect dressage for 
jumping. simply, horses are not born 
jumpers by nature and they hate it 
in many cases. i received horses 
with average conformation, full of 
bad habits and the worst of these 
was refusing to jump or pass over 
a pole on the ground.  this required 
patience, determination, and a lot 
of time to restart schooling from the 
beginning.

Among the training programmes my 
coach used was to take the horses 
to the desert to build more muscles 
in the national club Al Ahli and 
Abbas Akkad area. the sand hills 
in the area helped develop muscle 
power. my coach was not a rider, but, 
amazingly, he taught me how to make 
myself and my horse do what we do 
instinctively.  this required plenty of 
proper schooling, repetition till we 
reached a stage where everything 
is done smoothly, like flying changes 
and pirouettes; fear of big fences 

was not in my dictionary. in addition 
we did plenty of cavaletti, but i could 
not jump very often, as the officers in 
charge kept fences away, and i used 
to have no light in the evening after 
school so had to ride in dusk time or 
in the dark.

in the late seventies and up to the 
early nineties there wasn’t any 
balanced horse food or supplements. 
Vets were so unskilled in equine 
science; an unlucky horse in need of 
a vet is 90% a dead horse just due to 
colic. A lame horse or injured would 
come out of the veterinary hospital a 
dangerous beast that bites and kicks 
just from the failure of the vet to have 
done a professional and proper job.

farriers were not so different from 
vets, very unskilled.  every month 
horses suffered from shoeing, either 
fitting a small shoe on a big hoof 
and making the hoof smaller to fit, or 
nails are placed in the sensitive area 
making the horse lame for a few days 
until it was corrected.  i had to stand 
next to the farrier and tell them where 
to put the nails which was hard and 
time-consuming.  the grooms were 
also similar to vets and farriers or 
even worse, a very few had a good 
conscious so keeping a horse sound 
and healthy for many years required 
dedication. i had to intervene in 
every detail of the well-being of 
my mount, including educating the 
groom to do everything for the horse 
gently, firmly, and properly. this 
meant being at the stable almost all 
the time, sometimes before sunrise 
or late at night doing the job of the 
groom, vet, and black smith. Besides 
all of my responsibilities i had to 
school and educate the horse to 
jump international classes.

this sport appears to be an 
individual sport but in reality it is a 
team sport; behind the scenes the 
team consists of the horse, rider, 
trainer, groom, vet, and black smith.  

the failure of one makes it hard or 
hopeless to improve. By the mid-
eighties horse shows became very 
hard;  fences bigger and wider, 
our equestrian federation that 
was inclined  to listen to the riders’ 
needs helped make a great team 
in 1987, and most importantly lifted 
the equine influenza travel ban on 
egyptian horses so they were able 
to travel abroad. the atmosphere of 
competitions was so positive then; i 
was competing with great riders like 
khaled mohamed Aly with Ayub, 
khaled Assem and king tut, Husam 
ragab, mohamed el sherbini, and 
our team was awarded the gold 
medal in the 1987 mediterranean 
Games. we reached a point in 1988 
when we were about to go to the 
olympics in seoul, but unfortunately 
we did not because good results 
were hard to achieve with the horses 
we had at the time.

finally, when i look back at how we 
achieved great results in a short time 
and how we maintained a high level 
for a long time, we had a great share 
in improving this sport in egypt and 
brought it up to international level, 
made it more popular locally, and 
helped sincerely all who wanted to 
learn and improve.

today, unlike forty years ago, you 
will find hundreds of riders very well 
equipped, with fantastic horses, 
professional trainers available and 
fantastic riding centres.  in addition, 
there are a lot of horse sales both 
local and imported. many horse 
equipment shops selling everything 
a rider and horse needs including 
food supplements, and a world 
known magazine Horse times. it 
makes me so proud and pleased to 
see the younger generations ride 
and compete abroad. if it weren’t for 
the support and help of my mother 
and father, we would have never 
have seen this new generation jump 
so well.

At An eArLy stAGe in my riDinG cAreer my motHer AnD fAtHer 
AccomPAnieD me to eVery sHow AnD At tHe enD of eVery comPetition 
we DiscusseD How i PerformeD AnD How tHe Horse BeHAVeD. for tHe 

DAiLy trAininG my DAD wAs tHere, neVer Left me, AnD AmAZinGLy GuiDeD 
me tHrouGH tHe tecHnicAL DetAiLs AnD tAiLoreD fitness ProGrAmmes 
for BotH tHe Horse AnD myseLf. wHen my DAD wAs not witH me i useD 

my sHADow on tHe GrounD or At times HAD my wonDerfuL frienD 
HisHAm ABD eL nABi wHo neVer HesitAteD to recorD ViDeos AnD otHer 

times my DeAr frienD Hussein kHAiry stooD witH me.
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